HOST A VIRTUAL REELABILITIES SCREENING AT YOUR ORGANIZATION

We invite you to host a special ReelAbilities virtual screening and conversation for your organization. By offering this opportunity to your employees, you will provide meaningful diversity training and promote appreciation for the lives and stories of people with disabilities.

Below are four easy steps to organize this event.

1. SELECT A SHORT FILM COMPILATION

We offer a selection of short film compilations focusing on different topics:

- Accessibility, inclusion, and diversity
- Employment
- Arts and culture

Choose a film compilation or share with us the main themes you would like to focus on.

Once you select the films, ReelAbilities will provide you with password-protected film links with captioning and audio description files (when available) to share with your organization.

We will then also check the filmmaker’s availability to join the conversation, when appropriate.

2. SCHEDULE A DATE

Schedule a date and time for the virtual conversation with filmmakers/speakers. Conversations will last approximately 30–60 min. Please provide three possible options so we can coordinate with speakers. You are welcome to arrange for your own host/speaker or have a ReelAbilities representative host the event.

If possible, provide desired accessibility accommodations such as live captioning and/or ASL interpreter (we can make recommendations).

3. PROMOTE THE EVENT

Invite people to attend the virtual screenings and conversations by promoting and advertising within your organization and/or beyond. We will provide you with branding and marketing materials.

4. ENJOY THE FILMS

The ReelAbilities team will work with you to lead the program and conversation. After the event, we will provide resources and opportunities to continue the conversation.

For more info and to book a screening, contact us at: ReelAbilities@mmjccmanhattan.org

WWW.REELABILITIES.ORG
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